
 The state in which society 
behaves in an automated system 

population and future 
generations.

AUTONOM US



 Many believe that the autonomous car is the next 
impeding technology; that, like television and phones, we 
will all have access to one. Surely, we can all imagine the 
state of relief from shorter commutes to �nishing that 
paper for school, or even take that much needed nap.

We would like to invite everyone, to imagine a little bit past 
that, beyond the dream... what happens when you’re 
actually not in the car, when you don’t need to drive 
anymore, when the car doesn’t have to stay parked for 8 
hours when you’re at work. It can go to pick up your 
groceries, transport your children to and from numerous 
activities, or respond to programmed schedules. Maybe,  it 
can provide additional income, just as vehicle-sharing 
services do today. Potentially, you don’t even have a car, but 
a monthly subscription and the ability to access dedicates 
rides. The autonomous vehicle opens numerous windows 
of opportunities to explore a shift in current lifestyles. 

The characteristics of where will live will be subject to 
reconsideration. Think about our cities; the streets, the 
sidewalks, and infrastructure. Consider how these urban 
elements were designed to account for mistakes made 
behind the wheel, which consider speed, distances, and 
distractions, to name a few.  A driverless vehicle eliminates 
these considerations, allowing for the width and number of 
lanes to be reconceived. Furthermore, there wouldn’t be a 
need for parking structures or these kinds of spaces in our 
cities, allowing us to re�ne the territories that vehicles 
today inhabit.
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“The future has a way of sneaking up 
on us more quickly than we anticipate, 
and we would be better served if cities 
were to plan proactively for potential 
impacts.”
 -Kubi Ackerman

 Change tends to happen slowly and unalerted. The 
horse ruled city life until the car’s mass production rolled in 
with the 20th century. By the mid 1950s, there were 60 
million vehicles registered in the United States and the 
horse was relegated to leisure.

 The world of mobility is one of constant evolution, 
and tomorrow’s new model is already making its way into 
our cities. Our urban studio looks to examine the possible 
impacts of its arrival, and the shift in scales and lifestyles 
produced by the emergence of such technologies.

INNOVATION
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 Today, our cities are dependent upon the vehicle. 
Most drivers spend an hour or more in tra�c, with little to 
no time to have breakfast before leaving their homes.

 “Normal is getting dressed in 
clothes that you buy for work and 
driving through tra�c in a car that you 
are still paying for - in order to get to 
the job you need to pay for the clothes 
and the car, and the house you leave 
vacant all day” 

- Ellen Goodman

 Today’s cars are used almost to their minimum 
capacity, with most operated by only the single driver. 
While idle, the vehicle occupies spaces in our cities that 
could better serve residents. 20% of the average American 
city is dedicated to the car. In Las Vegas, that number 
jumps to nearly 60%. Our city is one dominated by cars.
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 By restricting high speed tra�c to main streets, we 
can reconsider the use of the remaining paths of travel for . If 
these spaces were to be merged with the sidewalks and 
unused vehicle spaces so that they become one, the familiar 
city grid begins to disappear. We may then begin to imagine 
city blocks that are dedicated to its residents. 

... A BETTER
              WAY
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GETTING THERE



 Downtown Las Vegas is one of the main attractions 
in the city, and although it is considered one of the most 
walkable areas for both tourists and residents, the car still 
dominates urban life. To address the situation, the City of 
Las Vegas is committed to being at the forefront of the 
autonomous car movement, implementing routes that will 
connect some of the key areas in downtown.
                 

TODAY
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 The podding network that is facilitated by the 
autonomous vehicle will allow us to gain freedom of 
mobility and reclaim city space. People will no longer be 
pushed aside to small sidewalks. The spaces designated for 
people and vehicles will no longer be parted. Instead, the 
existing grid will become a fabric where people-centered 
activities take place.

TOMORROW
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OUR LIVES
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 We believe that with careful consideration, the autono-
mous vehicle can be the solution to phase out the focus on 
the car and shift it towards spaces for people.

 When cities take the opportunity to reduce street 
tra�c and instead provide services that promote shared 
transport, we allow the creation of networking through 
podding, public space, and street networks.

 
 

 Our daily routine will no longer revolve around getting 
to and from places. We wouldn’t have to worry about accomo-
date our time to avoid heavy tra�c �ow. Our time can be well 
spent by walking to that near by park you have always wanted 
or going home early after a hard working day at work. We can 
�nally take back our streets and use those spaces for interac-
tion and engagement within our community. 
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